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Abstract. Smart service chatbot, aiming to provide efficient, reliable and natural 
customer service, has grown rapidly in recent years. The understanding of hu-
man-agent conversation, especially modeling the conversational behavior, is es-
sential to enhance the machine intelligence during the customer-chatbot interac-
tion. However, there is a gap between qualitative behavior description and the 
corresponding technical application. In this paper, we developed a novel fine-
grained dialogue act framework specific to smartphone customer service to tackle 
this problem. First of all, following a data-driven process, we defined a two-level 
classification to capture the most common conversational behavior during 
smartphone customer service such as affirm, deny, gratitude etc., and verified it 
by tagging chatlog generated by human agent. Then, using this framework, we 
designed a series of technically feasible dialogue policies to output human-like 
response. As an example, we realized a smart service chatbot for a smartphone 
customer using the dialogue-act-based policy. Finally, a user study was con-
ducted to verify its efficiency and naturalness. Since the dialogue acts are mean-
ingful abstraction of conversational behavior, the dialogue-act-based chatbot 
could be more explainable and flexible than the end-to-end solution. 
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1 Introduction 

With the proliferation of artificial intelligence (AI), many companies have built a ser-
vice bot to increase customer engagement and save the cost [1]. Chatbots have been 
largely used as digital assistants on messaging platforms such as Messenger and 
WeChat. Messenger announced they had more than 300,000 chatbots until May, 2018.  
Moreover, according to a Business Intelligence research1, chatbots allow companies to 
have a significant yearly cost saving up to 46%. 

 
1  https://chatbotsmagazine.com/chatbot-report-2018-global-trends-and-analysis-

4d8bbe4d924b?gi=3dd7bc9b669c 
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Unlike an open-ended dialogue chatbot such as XiaoIce, service chatbot is a task-
focused agent that aims to make customers satisfied by solving their issues in focused 
scope effectively such as after-sale service for their products [2]. Compared to live chat, 
chatbot has many advantages in customer service such as quick response, 24/7 availa-
bility, multitasking. However, as a service provider, we may worry about if putting 
customer conversations in the hand of machines will degrade the service quality and 
damage customer experience. Therefore, we need to learn from human agent by ex-
tracting their conversational behavior and applying them to chatbots.  

Therefore, to bridge the qualitive human conversational strategies with automated 
chatbot interaction, a technical-feasible approach that quantitatively describe the con-
versational behavior is necessary. Dialogue acts represent the intention behind an utter-
ance in conversation to achieve a conversational goal [3], and they can be technically 
recognized like [4, 5].  Analyzing the human conversation in terms of dialogue acts 
such as statements or requests, can give essential meta-information about conversation 
flow and content [6], and can be used as a first step to develop automated chatbots [7]. 
For example, one basic descriptive strategy is “Checking if the customer has any other 
question when he/she expresses that his/her issue has been solved”. This can be codified 
into a technical solution using dialogue acts, such as “After the agent outputs Proposing 
Solution act, if the user inputs dialogue acts that relate to problem has been solved, such 
as Accept, Thank or Will Try, then the agent should output acts combination such as 
Thank + Offer Help to check if the user has any other question”. 

Researchers have established various of dialogue framework such as [6, 8, 9], how-
ever, in terms of smartphone customer service, a specific dialogue act framework is 
needed. There is more domain-specific behavior such as “I will try the solution” that 
need extra act to capture. Besides, we observed that customer and agent demonstrate 
different conversational behavior, therefore, these two roles need different act frame-
works for better description, recognition and prediction. Additionally, one sentence can 
have multiple intents [5]. Dialogue act framework needs to consider using multiple acts 
to extract major intentions. However, this paper intends to utilize dialogue acts to con-
struct technically feasible dialogue policies. The multiple acts will increase the com-
plexity of framework dramatically. As a preliminary exploration, we focus on depicting 
the major act in each user input and representing agent output with multiple acts.  

In this work, following a data-driven process, we developed a novel fine-grained 
dialogue act framework to describe quantitatively conversational behavior in the field 
of smartphone customer service. Then, to transfer the human intelligence to machine 
intelligence, we designed a series of technically feasible dialogue policies using dia-
logue acts to generate human-like response automatically. On top of these, we realized 
a smartphone customer service chatbot as an example and conduct a user study to verify 
its efficiency and experience. The major contributions here include 1) a novel two-level 
fine-grained dialogue act framework specific to smartphone customer service; 2) a tech-
nically-feasible process to transfer human intelligence into machine intelligence by di-
alogue-act-based policy which makes the technical realization more flexible and ex-
plainable; 3) a smartphone customer service chatbot to verify the feasibility and expe-
rience of our dialogue act framework.  
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2 Related Work 

Many researchers with different backgrounds studying human conversations and de-
veloping computational speech and dialogue act models [3, 10].  [8, 11, 12] used more 
generic labels in order to cover the majority of dialogue acts in a conversation. In 1997, 
Core and Allen [11] presented the Dialogue Act Marking in Several Layers (DAMSL) 
as a standard for conversation annotation. The framework contains 220 tags, divided 
into four main categories: communicative status, information level, forward-looking 
function, and backward-looking function. [8, 12] established less fine-grained frame-
work for general conversation.  However, the generic framework falls short in under-
standing and analyzing customer service conversations.  

Specific to task-oriented dialogue such as customer service, Ivanovic modeled In-
stant Messaging dialogue using 12 act labels, e.g., Statement, Open-Questions , then 
proposed a method to predict utterances in task-oriented dialogue using their labels 
[13]. Following Ivanovic’s work, Kim et al. [9] classified dialogue acts in both one-on-
one and multi-party Instant Messaging chats. More recent works of dialogue acts mod-
eling for customer service conversations on Twitter can be seen [5] etc. 

Considering that our research aims to code conversational behavior in smartphone 
customer service, we need to expand aforementioned acts and develop a more fine-
grained framework. The most similar work to ours is that Oraby et al. on developing a 
taxonomy of dialogue acts frequently observed in customer service on Twitter [6]. They 
proposed a two-level framework, the first level is more generic including Greeting, 
Statement etc. The second level contains over twenty specific acts such as Opening, 
Yes-No Question etc. Rather than focusing on Twitter, we seek to model the dialogue 
behavior occurring in smartphone customer service domain.  

3 Dialogue Act Framework 

This section describes how we built a dialogue act framework for smartphone customer 
service. We selected randomly twenty human conversation chatlog from customer ser-
vice center, then tagged each sentence using keywords to represent the main meanings 
(abstraction) as shown in Fig. 1. Then we captured major conversational behavior such 
as asking issue, affirm/deny a feedback etc. Due to the different roles of customer and 
agent, they exhibited different keyword sets, therefore, we established two frameworks 
to classify customer and agent act respectively: dialogue act/user and dialogue act bot 
(We use “user act” and “bot act” due to the usage in human-bot interaction). 

Fig. 1. An example of human agent chatlog abstraction 
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 We established the dialogue act framework using iterative reconstruction. At first, 
we compared each keyword with acts from previous work, then selected the most suit-
able one as our dialogue act and gave it an operative definition. If there is a keyword 
that cannot be classified by existing acts, we will define a new one and recheck all 
tagged core meaning to see if there is any one belong to this new act. We continued this 
iteration until there is no new act appeared, this procedure could assure that our frame-
work covers the major conversational behavior. Finally, we re-organized all the acts 
into a two-level hierarchical framework. 
 

 Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 demonstrate the dialogue act/user and dialogue act/bot respectively. 
Dialogue act/user contains six first-level acts: Greeting, Asking, Informing, Feedback, 
Explaining and Socializing. Dialogue act/bot has two more first level acts: Confirming 
and Proposing, and no Feedback category. As for the second level, there are quite dif-
ferent acts because of the different purposes of customer and agent. 

4 Dialogue-Act-based Policy 

After establishing the dialogue act framework, the next step is to construct technically 
feasible policies so that human intelligence can be transferred into chatbot. Addition-
ally, since we used dialogue acts as information carrier, the whole process such as what 
kind of user behavior, what kind of bot response etc., is clear to us, then we could 

Fig. 3. The dialogue act framework for user act part

Fig. 2. The dialogue act framework for bot act part 
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modify the bot strategy by simply 
changing the output bot acts. There-
fore, the chatbot can be more explain-
able and flexible. 

Fig. 4 illustrates our service chatbot 
framework using dialogue act as infor-
mation carrier. The NLU module (nat-
ural language understanding) extracts 
user input such as intents, user behav-
ior and passes to DM (dialogue man-
agement) module by dialogue act. The 
DM combines user act, KG 

(knowledge graph), dialogue state and user profile together to generate policies, and 
passes to NLG (natural language generation) through bot act. The NLG is responsible 
to output human-like sentence based on bot act. 

To better handle user response, we divided the conversation into four phases: Open-
ing, Targeting, Solving and Ending. Opening contains conversation at the beginning to 
the user states phone issues, following is Targeting phase which refers to varied ques-
tions (e.g., phone model) leading to final solutions. Solving phase starts with proposing 
final solutions, and ends with the user accepts the solution or transfers to live agent. 
Ending phase includes questions before closing the conversation.  

With the conversation phased, bot could customize its next step. Fig. 5 demonstrates 
dialogue policies examples. For each policy, dialogue act/user describes user’s input 
(e.g., Open). Then bot combines user act, dialogue state (Opening phase) together to 
plan next bot intent (e.g., Waiting for Issue), and use dialogue act/bot to express its 
strategy (e.g., Greeting-Open + Informing-Introduce + Asking-Offer Help). After that, 
the NLG generates human-like response based on the dialogue-act-based policy (e.g., 
“Hi, my name is XX. How may I help you?”). 

5 Technical Realization 

The main DM tasks include status-tracking, decision-making and topic-management. 
Therefore, the DM architecture (Fig. 6) is roughly divided into three parts: Hypothesis 
Rank and Select (HRS) and Carry Over, Task Processing Layer, and Making Plans. 

Fig. 5. Examples of dialogue act-based dialogue policy 

Fig. 4. A service chatbot framework using dia-
logue act as information carrier. 
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Hypothesis Rank and Select & Carry Over 
The main purpose of this 

layer is to determine the user 
intent. There are two ways to 
determine the user's intent. 
One is that the NLU can di-
rectly and undoubtedly pre-
sent the user's intent. The 
other is that the NLU can pre-
sent the user vague intent or 
only some hints. At this mo-
ment, the system needs to use 
context to infer the user's real 
intent and confirm with users 
by dialogue acts. Since the first way is self-explanatory, this section will focus less on 
the first way but more on the second way. 

The arbitrariness and incompleteness of the user expression brings a challenge for 
the dialogue system to understand user intent. In a real conversation, the user does not 
speak a complete sentence, which often lacks a subject or a predicate. At the same time, 
users are very resistant to repeating previously given information, such as addresses,  
models, and emails etc. According to the analysis of online logs, the main problems 
solved by contextual inference are shown in Table 1 below. If the user's intentions are 
uncertain, we can confirm with the user through the interaction of dialogue acts. 

Table 1. The task of module is slot inference and intention inference 

Question Type Description 
Slot inference Get the current required slots from User Profile, such as mailbox, SN code, IMEI 
Intention inference When the user’s intention is unclear, the system can use context reasoning to confirm its 

real intention 

Task Processing Layer 
Task processing layer has two major parts. One is the non-task-oriented processing, 
which includes unsupported languages, emotions, privacy etc. The process in this part 
is mainly for prompting users with specific words. The second is task-oriented task 
domain processing. The so-called “task domain” refers to the question asked by the 
user, which is closely related to specific business problem provided by the current sys-
tem. A specific task is the user’s specific problem, also known as the user intent. 

We use a two-tier structure to fully process user intents. We name the first level as 
“conversation thread”, meaning that the current user intent is managed as a session 
thread that continues until the user solves the problem. On the second level, we use 
different finite state machines to follow up the processing state of the user intent and 
adopt different strategies to interact with the user in different states, so as to complete 
solving the user questions. 

Conversation Thread Management 

Fig. 6. Dialogue Management architecture, include task-
oriented module and non-task-oriented module 
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According to specific scenarios, and for the convenience of managing individual con-
versations, we defined three states: Active, Pause, and Finish. For example, a new intent 
is started before the user finishes an intent. The original intent is paused, and the new 
intent is activated. When the new intent completes (Finish), the user can arbitrarily 
choose whether to continue (Active) or abandon (Finish) the original intent. 

Slot Based Finite State Machine 
For multiple states in a conversation, it is better to use a state machine for maintenance. 
This system adopts the hierarchical structure. The first layer state machine is responsi-
ble for switching process between the five task domains (how to; trouble shooting; after 
sale; presale; facts). The state machine design for each task domain is slightly different. 
This study takes "How to" domain as an example to explain the design process. 

Table 2. The state’s meaning of HowTo finite state machine and corresponding dialogue acts 

FSM state Description Dialogue act
init original state Opening
slotNotFull Insufficient slot information Asking Information 
waitUserInput Wait for information from the user Waiting Feedback 
slotClarify Verify the information provided by the user Confirm Information 
slotFull Verify user intent General Suggestion 
deliverAnswer Push answers to users Implementable Suggestion 
errorHandling error handling None

Table 2 shows the specific meaning of discrete states in "How to" domain. In addi-
tion, a task-driven dialogue system requires information from users. For example, in 
the booking system, users are required to provide their location of departure and desti-
nation, etc., known collectively as slots. Here, we define states based on slots and use 

finite state machines to maintain transi-
tions between states (Fig. 7).  

Make plans 
This part will generate dialogue acts of 
bot, then pass the acts to NLG module. 
We will not elaborate this part since it 
is not the main topic of this paper. 

6 User Study 

In this section, we conducted a preliminary user study to verify our customer service 
chatbot’s efficiency and experience. We pre-defined typical smartphone customer is-
sues such as cannot power on, cannot charge etc., and asked participants to solve these 
issues using our chatbot. We then recorded their subjective evaluation and comments 
about their feeling with our chatbot.  

Participant.  

Fig. 7. HowTo state transition example
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Considering that our chatbot’s target smartphone users mainly speak English, there-
fore, we recruited 12 native English smartphone users (6 males, 6 females, age range 
18~30) to eliminate the extra influence from language and gender.  

Task Design.  
We selected randomly 25 typical smartphone issues such as order issue, cannot turn 

on, and each participant was asked to solve 15 issues randomly. The purpose of a task 
is to give the participant a scenario that his/her phone has something wrong and need 
to solve with our chatbot. Therefore, for each task we designed a brief background to 
provide basic information such as who, where, when and what.  

Questionnaire.  
Refer to [14], we constructed our questionnaire to record their demographics and 

evaluation of their experience with chatbot. The questionnaires include: demographics 
(name, age, gender, nationality etc.), post-task (Table 3) and post-test (Table 4).  

Table 3. The post-task questionnaire 

Dimension Sample Item Question Type 
Dialogue efficiency It took me too much time to complete the task 5 Likert Scale 
Dialogue control I always knew what to say next 5 Likert Scale 
Reliability The chatbot did what I expected 5 Likert Scale 

Table 4. The post-test questionnaire 

Dimension Sample Item Question Type 
Dialogue control I felt the conversation being under my control 5 Likert Scale 
Dialogue control I always knew what to say next 5 Likert Scale 
Satisfaction Overall, I feel satisfied about the chatbot’s performance 5 Likert Scale 
Satisfaction I would like to visit the chatbot again 5 Likert Scale 
Naturalness The chatbot behaved naturally 5 Likert Scale 
Efficiency Conversation with the chatbot was efficient 5 Likert Scale 
Efficiency Talking to the chatbot was confusing 5 Likert Scale-Reverse 
Usefulness The chatbot makes issue solving more efficient 5 Likert Scale 
Understanding I had the feeling the chatbot understood me well 5 Likert Scale 
Naturalness What the chatbot said made sense to me 5 Likert Scale 
Naturalness The chatbot’s reactions are appropriate 5 Likert Scale 

Procedure 
Fig. 8 illustrates the user study 

procedure: set up testing environ-
ment, then asked the participant to 
fill the demographics and let the par-
ticipant be familiar with this testing. 
After that, the participant completed 
15 tasks with rand sequence. After 
each task, the participant completes 
post-task questions, after all tasks, 
the participant completed post-test 

Fig. 8. User study experiment setup and procedure 
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questions and answered several open questions such as comments to our chatbot. Each 
participant received 20 USD as incentives. 

Result 
 Fig. 9 shows the statistics of post-task questions. Both dialogue control and relia-

bility achieved acceptable performance. The dialogue efficiency was slightly lower 
than 3, which might because that participants expected more direct solution rather than 
an external link. For example, participant thought that they could get the order status 
directly through our chatbot rather than a website link that need extra interaction to get 
the answer. Fig.10 demonstrates the average scores of post-test questions. As we can 
see, all the scores are higher than 3, which means that our chatbot acquired promising 
efficiency and experience, especially the perceived conversation naturalness and satis-
faction, dialogue control and understanding. Additionally, we collected participants’ 
comments about our chatbot, e.g., “this chatbot solved my issue quickly”, “The best 
part is it responds instantly, unlike the human agent that needs a long-time waiting”, 
“The conversation is not robotic” etc. All these positive feedback support that our chat-
bot can handle customer service issue properly by using dialogue act framework. How-
ever, we also got some negative feedback such as “the chatbot cannot respond properly 
when it cannot understand my question”, “it seems that cannot support multiple-turn 
conversation”. In the future, we will expand this preliminary user study to be more 
systematic experiment, so that we can draw more solid conclusions.  

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper established a fine-grained dialogue act framework specific to smartphone 
customer service. Compared with previous work, this framework contains more do-
main-related conversational behavior. Besides, two separated frameworks capture cus-
tomer and agent acts respectively. Then, we designed a series of dialogue-act-based 
policies to transfer human strategies to automatic human-bot interaction. After that, we 
realized a customer service chatbot using the established acts and policies. Finally, a 
user study demonstrated the efficiency and naturalness. Compared with end-to-end 
chatbots, this dialogue-act-based realization can be more explainable since we know 

Fig. 9. The post-task results Fig. 10. The post-test results 
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exactly what kind of user behavior the chatbot is dealing with and how. In addition, our 
dialogue policies are also represented by dialogue acts, we could modify the chatbot’s 
strategy flexibly by changing the bot act combination.   

In the future, we would continue to refine the dialogue act framework so that it could 
cover conversational behavior as more and as accurately as possible. The dialogue act 
framework is not only an information carrier between qualitative human strategy and 
technical application, it could also be used in human-bot interaction analysis, i.e., using 
this act framework to analyze the interactive patterns when the user is talking with our 
chatbot, and then proposing proper strategies to tackle unraveled problems.  
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